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The ETTA (Ethernet Traffic Test Appliance) was designed to work in pairs, with one being the remote
“responder’ to the other. Some tests require this configuration, the suite of jitter tests for example; but
some basic tests may be performed while using a standard PC or other device as the remote end
responder. While this method does allow some testing with a single ETTA, it may cause some
misleading measurement results due to the limitations of the responding device hardware and software.
To fully load a circuit, or accurately test the connection, the test devices must not put any artificial
limitations on the traffic… you are trying to measure the limitations imposed by the circuit, not your
test equipment. The ETTA was designed to handle full wire speed 100BaseT traffic and 70,000 packets
per second (PPS). We have found that most PCs, even high-powered, modern ones limit out before
reaching the high end packet per second range. Some even limit out at more reasonable bandwidth
levels.
The ETTA was designed to handle near wire speed operation using reasonable sized packets. It tops
out at around 90 Mbps with 512 byte packets at about 70,000 packets per second (PPS). It can’t reach
wire speed with tiny packets though (which would require about 140,000 pps ). These numbers are
impressive for an inexpensive device. When looking at a PC as a responder, we’ve discovered that
even a high end i7 PC with GB interface typically limits around 23,000 pps. And, it’s not deterministic.
The OS can pause transfers while it does other tasks. Using a router interface as a
ping responder has similar problems, the router has other jobs to do, and that limits
the response.
Some typical measurements taken using one ETTA and a high-end PC:
Packet size: 512 Bytes
ETTA Rate limit Measured PPS Measured Throughput
90 Mbps
8,000
40 Mbps
18 Mbps
18,000
88 Mbps
Packet size: 33 Bytes
ETTA Rate limit Measured PPS Measured Throughput
18 Mbps
23,000
18 Mbps
19+ Mbps
2,000
2 Mbps
(This clearly shows buffer and processing problems in the PC when the ETTA rate
limit is set higher than 18 Mbps)
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The bottom line: For best, most accurate results, use two ETTA units, one at each end. But, if
necessary on a slower speed connection, the PING FLOOD test may be performed using a PC as the
destination device. If at all possible, connect the ETTA directly to the PC first and verify that the PC
can respond to the ping flood in a reasonable, predictable manner.
Should you decide to use a PC responder, many PCs running Windows have the Echo Response feature
turned off by default. On the next few pages, we show one way to enable this feature in Windows.
Remember, you must have administrator privilege to make these changes.
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Enabling Windows UDP Echo Service
(This is not ping)
The ETTA Bandwidth Echo test can be run against any system that supports the UDP Echo Service
running on port 7. In the old days, this service was enabled by default on most operating systems.
Today, it is seen as a potential security hole and is disabled by default. Fortunately, most systems still
have the feature and it is just a matter of enabling the service. This guide steps through enabling the
service on Windows 10. Windows 7 and 8.1 are similar. Administrator privilege is required to
change this.
1) Open Program and Features and select Turn Windows features on or off.

2) Locate Simple TCPIP services and check the box.
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3) The service will not be running. Go to Computer Management and click on Services. Locate and
click on Simple TCPIP Services.

4) Start the service.
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5) The Windows firewall will still be blocking the service. It is necessary add an inbound firewall rule
allowing UDP port 7. Open up the Advanced Firewall settings. Select Inbound Rules and click on
New Rule.

6) Select Port as the rule type.
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7) Select UDP as the port type and set the Specific local ports to 7.

8) Set the action to Allow the connection.
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9) Set the profile as needed for your network. If in doubt, you can apply it to all profiles.

10) Give the rule a name. This can be anything you want. This name will show up on the main
Inbound Rules window where you can modify, enable, disable, or delete the rule if necessary.

11) Finally, if you are running a 3rd Party Firewall, it may be necessary to enable UDP port 7 in that
software package too.
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